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Abstract. In the field of medical imaging, artificial intelligence solutions
are used for diagnosis, prediction and treatment processes. Such solutions
are vulnerable to cyberattacks, especially adversarial attacks targeted at
machine learning algorithms. One-pixel attack is an adversarial method
against image classification algorithms based on neural networks. In this
study, we show that a variational autoencoder can be used to detect such
attacks in the context of medical imaging. We use adversarial one-pixel
images generated from the TUPAC16 dataset and apply the variational
autoencoder as a filter before letting the images pass to the classifier.
The results indicate that the variational autoencoder model efficiently
detects one-pixel attacks.
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has a strong role in diagnostic and therapeutic medical imaging [29], including neural network Deep Learning (DL) and Machine
Learning, that have grown rapidly and been proved to be valuable in healthcare
applications [18, 22]. In addition to prediction and diagnosis capabilities, AI applications can be used for upgrading and improving the efficiency of healthcare
services, which reduces healthcare costs and shortens patient waiting times [26].
Cyber threats against healthcare are real, as increasing number and types of
threats targeting healthcare are expected to become more frequent [20]. Because
of the increased usage of AI applications in healthcare, potential and effective
threats against AI applications have also been recognized. There are proven attack vectors, some of which are crafted to deceive classification models [25, 3].
One-pixel attack is a method for fooling a neural network classifier by changing just one pixel in the input image [28, 24, 16]. These attacks can also be further
developed to make them more difficult for a human to identify [27, 15]. Understanding the nature of successful one-pixel attacks is useful for defending against
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them [2]. One-pixel attack is an example of an adversarial attack, which use a
modified image to fool a neural network classifier, also in the medical imaging
domain [11, 3].
In order to defend against an attack, there must be current knowledge about
what is happening in the environment. This knowledge of the surrounding environment is called Situational Awareness (SA). When considering well-known
definition of SA by Endsley [10] or classical decision-making models (OODAloop [23] and Gartner’s four stages of an adaptive security architecture [19]), it
can be seen that sensor information has an important role in achieving proper SA
as well as in making correct decisions based on sensor detections. In our study,
a similar model is used against one-pixel attacks. The implemented Machine
Learning model detects modified pixels from image information.
Furthermore, detection of adversarial attacks has been studied in general [35]
but also in relation to medical images [17] and one-pixel attacks [32]. Particularly for pre-trained object detectors, Chiang et al. introduce Adversarial Pixel
Masking (APM), which is a data preprocessing MaskNet outputting a mask.
The masked input image will be fed to the object detector [8]. Nguyen-Son et al.
introduce a one-pixel attack, detection, and defense framework (OPA2D) including three functionalities: Attack Improvement (OPA2D-ATK), Attack Detection
(OPA2D-DET) and Attack Defense (OPA2D-DEF), where attack detection is
based on classification between the original and adversarial images attacked by
one-pixel attacks [21]. Autoencoders have been used for robust anomaly detection in images [5] and adversarial sample detection [30]. Variational autoencoders
are also useful for adversarial example detection [6].
The goal of this paper is to detect the one-pixel attacks against digital pathology images. We used a variational autoencoder to create a detector to provide
sensor information about the input images indicating whether the images are trying to use the attack or not. Firstly, we introduce the variational autoencoder,
anomaly score to rank the images, and evaluation metrics used to measure the
success of the approach. Then, the experiment setup is described. Lastly, results
are presented with examples.

2
2.1

Method
Variational autoencoder

Let x ∈ RN ×M be a sample from the data, where N is the number of samples
and M is the dimension of the data. The variational posterior qϕ (z|x) with
parameters ϕ from the encoder function provides the latent variable z and the
probabilistic decoder part with parameters θ is pθ (x|z). During the training, we
want to find the function parameters ϕ and θ that can produce the most faithful
reconstructions of the images. Theoretically, the cost function
L(θ, ϕ; x) = Ez∼qϕ (z|x) log pθ (x|z) − DKL (qϕ (z|x) ∥ pθ (z))

(1)

is maximized during the training of the variational autoencoder. There is a
reconstruction term and a Kullback–Leibler divergence DKL between the two
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probability distributions. The reconstruction term handles the log-likelihood of
getting the input image x given the sampled image z that comes from the distribution of the encoder. The divergence term compares the distribution related to
the encoder qϕ (z|x) and the prior pθ (z). The closer to each other they are, the
smaller the term gets. For a more comprehensive explanation of the theory behind variational autoencoders, please see Kingma and Welling [14] or Goodfellow
et al. [13].
Variational autoencoder works very similarly to the normal autoencoder architecture, except that the output of the encoder module is a probability distribution. It is this difference that makes it possible to sample the training data
in a more fine-grained manner. The power of anomaly detection with autoencoders originates from the model architecture. The model consist of two parts,
encoder and decoder. The encoder module encodes the network input to some
lower dimensional latent space which the decoder network tries to restore as
similar as possible to the original input. Consequently, the network is forced to
learn a compressed representation of the input data. Training the network with
a dataset containing samples from the same distribution causes the network to
learn features that are common between the samples. The model uses these common features to compress the data samples to the latent space with very little
information loss. However, when the model gets a sample that is not from the
same distribution as the training dataset, the sample might not compress very
well to the latent space, and the reconstruction of the sample differs significantly
from the original input sample. By comparing the input sample to the decoder
output, we can compute a score for how well the sample was reconstructed. This
score correlates very well with how similar the input sample was to the training
dataset. In other words, how many of the features in the sample the autoencoder
network has seen in the training dataset. We can use the reconstruction error
score as an anomaly score that we use to classify if the sample is an anomaly or
not [13].
2.2

Model architecture

Figure 1 shows the model architecture used in this study. The model consists of
two sub models, encoder and decoder. The encoder sub model takes in 64 × 64
RGB color images that are encoded to µ, ln σ 2 ∈ RH pairs, where H is the
dimensionality of the latent space, and the µ and ln σ 2 are the mean and logvariance of the normal distribution that the input image is encoded to. Latent
vector z is sampled from the encoder output distribution z ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), and
that latent vector is fed to the decoder sub model. The output of the decoder sub
model is the same shape as the encoder input 64 × 64 × 3. The z sampling from
the latent space distribution is done using the well-known reparameterization
trick [13, 14] that allows the gradient to flow through random node in the model
graph.
The reconstruction error is computed by taking the mean squared error
(MSE) between the original input image and the decoder output. This reconstruction error is added to the Kullback-Leibler divergence error (KL error) be-
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Fig. 1: Variational encoder model architecture
tween the sample’s latent space distribution and normal distribution with mean
0 and variance 1. The final loss function for the model is presented in Equation 2.
In the equation, S is the set of samples for which the loss is calculated for. Function e(x) is the sample’s latent normal distribution computed from the decoder
output mean and log-variance pairs. Function dz∼e(x) (z) is the reconstruction
of the image. Here the encoder e(x) corresponds to the theoretical qϕ (z|x) and
the decoder dz∼e(x) (z) corresponds to the pθ (x|z) in Equation 1. Similarly, DKL
is the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
L(S) = −

1 X
MSE(x, dz∼e(x) (z)) + λ · DKL (e(x) ∥ N (0, 1)),
|S|

(2)

x∈S

The used loss function in Equation 2 is practically the computable version of
the theoretical loss function presented in Equation 1, with the addition of the KL
error scaling with λ. Scaling the KL error is a commonly used technique to balance the reconstruction and KL error terms for the best model performance [4].
2.3

Anomaly score

A metric is needed to compare the difference between the images and the reconstructions that the variational autoencoder creates. As adversarial images can be
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prominently different, we chose a distance metric that emphasizes the extreme
distances. Minkowski distance is a generatization of the Euclidean distance. The
distance between the vectors x and y is defined as follows:
D(x, y) =

n
X

!1/p
|xi − yi |

p

,

(3)

i=1

where xi and yi are the ith element of the corresponding vectors and p is the
order of the Minkowski distance [34]. Please note that we use the symbol p to
signify this (and not the decoder) in the results section. We interpret a large
distance between the image and its reconstruction to indicate that the image
does not come from the training data distribution. Finally, a decision threshold
for the maximum allowed distance can be set for the detector.
2.4

Evaluation metrics

We use operating characteristic (ROC) curve to evaluate the performance of the
detector classifier. The curve is plotted with the true positive rate (TPR) as a
function of the false positive rate (FPR). The closer the curve is to the upper
left corner of the plot the better the performance is for the classifier. Because the
best possible result is a line with its only points in the vertices of the unit square,
area under curve (AUC) is a common way of measuring the performance of a
classifier [33]. In our case, we measure the performance of the detector, which
classifies incoming images as suspicious or normal.
In addition to the TPR and FPR metrics, it is interesting to know how the
detector model works to the test dataset after choosing the optimal threshold
based on the validation dataset. In this study our proposed method screens the
input images for anomalies before the images go to the final classifier. This is
a similar solution to the one what Tong et al. propose in [30]. In their paper
they note that not all undetected adversarial samples are successful attacks,
and for that reason they propose undetected rate metric that takes into account
how many of the undetected samples were actually successful attacks. This is an
important metric because in our previous study [2] we concluded that for onepixel attack to be effective, the change in the pixel color must be very large. Small
color changes in the pixel were not often enough to flip the predicted output
class. Based on this, we can conclude that for the one-pixel attack detector to
be adequately effective, it only needs to detect very large pixel changes. For that
reason, in addition to studying how the detector detects the adversarial images,
we also studied how many of the non-detected adversarial images actually were
successful attacks.

3

Experiment setup

We used the TUPAC16 dataset, which contains digital pathology images related
to breast cancer [31]. The dataset consists of 64 by 64 sized PNG images. The
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IBM MAX Breast Cancer Mitosis Detector served as the target classifier. It
gives a numeric score that indicates whether the image contains mitoses possibly
related to cancer or not [1, 9]. We have earlier created several one-pixel attacks
against the target classifier [16]. We want to detect those attacks in this research.
There are two stages in the experiment. Firstly, the classifier and detector
need to be trained using the same data source. In this experiment, we use the
already trained target classifier. Training the detector to create a probabilistic
model of typical non-attack images is the main focus of this experiment. Secondly, the classifier and the detector are deployed and given images as input.
This way we can evaluate how the detector fares against adversarial images. A
schematic presentation of the experiment setup is given in Figure 2.

Deployed system

Training

Training
images

Classifier

Classifier

Prediction

Detector

Detector

Suspicious
images

Adversarial
image

Fig. 2: Schematic presentation of the experiment. The left side shows the training
of the classifier and the detector using the same data source. The right side shows
the deployed system, where the detector filters incoming images before they reach
the classifier.

During the deployment, the first step that happens to an incoming image is
to be inspected by the variational autoencoder detector. The detector encodes
the image and immediately decodes it as a reconstruction of the image. Then the
difference between the images is calculated, which is the Minkowski distance in
our case. If the image and the reconstruction are too different, it is taken aside
as a potential threat. Otherwise, the target classifier may take the image as an
input, and make predictions based on it.
3.1

Training parameters

The model architecture was implemented using Tensorflow deep learning framework. The latent space dimensionality H was chosen to be 500 through experi-
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mentation. The KL loss scaling factor λ was set to 0.001. The model was trained
using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 100.

4
4.1

Results
Minkowski distance exponent

After training the detector model with the normal data in the training dataset,
we evaluated the performance of different p values for the anomaly score Equation 3. The evaluation was done by plotting the ROC curves for validation
dataset with the different p values and calculating the AUC value for the plots.
As seen from the Figure 3, by increasing the p value we get better separation for
the adversarial and normal image anomaly scores, which can be seen from the
ROC plots as a tighter bend for the line and increased area under curve for the
higher p values.

Fig. 3: ROC curves for different anomaly score p values: left p = 3, center p = 5,
right p = 7.

Based on the experimentation on the validation dataset, we ended up choosing p = 7 for the anomaly score formula. The value gave a very good separation
for the adversarial and normal image anomaly scores, and higher p values did
not increase the model performance in any considerable amount.
4.2

Anomaly threshold

The anomaly threshold was chosen based on the anomaly scores of the validation dataset. There are different strategies that can be used when choosing the
threshold. The different thresholds cause different trade-offs for the model performance. If the threshold is set too low, the model will flag many legitimate
images as anomalous, reducing the detector usefulness. On the other hand, if the
threshold is set too high, some of the adversarial images might not be caught by
the system. In this study, we chose to set the threshold so that, the true positive
rate and true negative rate, both are maximized with the threshold. Figure 4
visualizes how the threshold was selected.
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Fig. 4: The threshold value was set to maximize true positive rate and true
negative rate values. The dashed vertical line indicates the optimal threshold
value.

4.3

Evaluation metrics results

The chosen threshold was then applied to the test dataset by classifying the
images as clean or adversarial based on the anomaly score threshold. The results
were evaluated as described in the section 2.4. The results of the classification
are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: Adversarial image detection rates. The number of successful attack
images that were not detected by the variational autoencoder detector is the
most interesting statistics.
Total number of adversarial images 8484
Detected 7993

Not detected 491

Attack failure 7671 Attack success 322 Attack failure 491 Attack success 0

As seen from the results, the detector network works very well for one-pixel
attack detection. The detector model catches all the images that would have
successfully flipped the prediction result. All the images that were not detected,
did not have any effect on the final prediction. When we inspect the individual
image reconstructions, we can analyze better how the detector works. Images in
Figure 5 show the input images for the detector network on the left, and the
reconstructed images are on the right. As seen from the images containing the
one-pixel attack modification, the network never adds the pixel modification to
the reconstructed image. Otherwise, the image is very accurately reconstructed
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with only very small details missing. Because we are using the Minkowski distance as our anomaly score, the large error in the reconstruction of the one
attack pixel makes the anomaly score high enough for the detector to detect the
image as an anomaly. This happens because the large p value in the Minkowski
distance formula amplifies large errors in the reconstruction image.

Fig. 5: Examples of image reconstruction by the model. The images on the first
row include one-pixel modifications that the model has detected correctly by
predicting high anomaly scores. On the second row, there are two unmodified
images, of which the left one is predicted correctly not to be adversarial, but the
right one is a false positive alert given by our model.

4.4

Tests with images outside the training set

As a sanity check, we also tested the detector network with totally different images that are not anyway related to the training dataset. This was done because
the detector network uses very large latent space dimensionality, which can cause
the autoencoder network to become too generic, because the latent space is not
restrictive enough. We wanted the network to still detect images that are obviously from a totally different distribution. In Figure 6 we tested reconstructing
cat images. As seen from the figure, the reconstruction is not very good for these
images. In the cat’s face image reconstruction, the main features of the face, such
as nose, mouth and eyes, are reconstructed very well, but the image colors are
way off. The same effect can be seen in the blood sample image; the features are
reconstructed well, but the colors are off. From these images we can make the
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conclusion that the training dataset includes plenty of different shapes that the
autoencoder network learns to encode to the latent space, but the dataset colors
are very uniform. Although the detector is relaying on the color reconstruction
errors to detect the sample images, we can conclude that the network can also
detect other types of anomalities instead of only one-pixel attacks.

Fig. 6: Examples of image reconstruction for images from two totally different
datasets. On the left, there is a reconstruction of an image of a cat’s face [12].
On the right, there is a reconstruction of a blood sample image [7].

5

Conclusion

In the modern digitalized world, attacks against AI applications used in medical
imaging are a real threat. One-pixel attack is an effective adversarial method,
which modifies only one pixel of an image, fooling automated diagnosis. Any
tampering with medical data can lead to wrong treatment or cause delays and,
in the worst-case scenario, consequences can be catastrophic when considering,
e.g., cancer diagnosis by imaging. Therefore, it is extremely important to detect
and defend against such attacks.
In this study, we have shown that autoencoders can be useful as sensors
detecting one-pixel attacks against medical imaging. The probabilistic presentations learned by variational autoencoders are well suited for this task because
one-pixel attacks are usually anomalies in the image. We have demonstrated
this capability for one type of attack, but it should be possible to detect other
malicious perturbations using the same methodology.
In the future, tests with other datasets would provide information about the
generalizability of the detector. Other attack types should also be tested to test
how a variational autoencoder can learn them. It remains to be seen how well
the combination of robust classification models themselves and additional sensor
defences protect the automated diagnosis.
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